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Message from

Marrs

evin LaRue interviews Texe Marrs, author of

D

several books on the Illuminati, including Circle of
Intrigue: The Hidden Inner Circle of the Global Illuminati
Conspiracy, and Project L.U.C.I.D.: The Beast 666 Universal
Human Control System. In his latest work, Codex Magica:
Secret Signs, Mysterious Symbols, and Hidden Codes of
the Illuminati, Marrs continues his exploration of the secret
symbols of the Illuminati, that multi-headed Hydra of occult
magic and overarching political influence.
group that is a small portion of the
whole?
TM: The Illuminati is a cabal that exists in both a real and a metaphorical
sense. There is an umbrella-like constellation of secret societies, orders, and
organizations that we can loosely classify as subunits of ‘The Illuminati.’
Their specific goals may vary, but the
ultimate objective is the same, which is
the One World Society, free of godly
restraints and prohibitions: “Do as thou
wilt.” In that sense all such groups are
allied and mutually inclusive.
Of course, some are more of a
present danger to us than others, depending on the degree to which their
nefarious and wicked activities impact
our everyday lives.
Using, then, a broad brush, we can
say that the Order of Skull and Bones,
the Scottish Rite of Freemasonry, and
the Priory of Zion, for example, are all
‘Illuminati;’ yet, each has a somewhat
distinctive program, its own regime of
rituals, and its
own power base.
The members of
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each group may
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Moreover, many Illuminati have
memberships in several interlinking
groups. A Catholic Cardinal who is a Mason or Rosicrucian can also be an initiate
of, say, the Jesuit Order or Opus Dei.
Since human nature is human nature,
and there is ‘no honor among thieves,’
Illuminati groups often vie for superiority.
They compete; conflicts occur. There are
winners and losers in each stage of human
history. Yet, we can best perceive their
disputes as, at most, internecine conflict
or intra-family war. The
Hegelian dialectic is,
after all, played out
even inside Satan’s
intimate circle of associates. John Kerry
and George W. Bush
are both alumni of
Skull and Bones, yet
their competition for the Presidency was
no doubt legitimate. No matter which won
the Oval Office, the Illuminati reigned supreme and its agenda continued.
However, at the core of this larger,
umbrella family of Illuminati orders and
groups is, indeed, a smaller, more shadowy, and more secretive inner cabal. This
small group of exclusive men is the
‘world brain,’ the kabbalistic driver of the
global conspiracy. It possesses the power
to organize and oversee the many subordinate groups and enforces discipline and
order among them. This evil cabal is far
superior to the chief executives (Presidents, Prime Ministers) of nations, and is,
itself, guided and overseen by the Hierar-
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Devin LaRue: I have a copy of your latest book, Codex Magica, which depicts
with its thousands of illustrations the secret symbols and signs of what we at
Paranoia call the ‘cryptocracy’ that lords
over the world. I would imagine this
project was not undertaken lightly and
took a great deal of time. How long did it
take you to gather all this information and
write this book?
Texe Marrs: Codex Magica is a 20-year
long project of research and investigation.
The final five years were the most concentrated and then, finally, about six
months were expended in organizing and
writing the final manuscript. The book
contains a wealth of photographs and illustrations, plus significant text. Altogether, the book presents remarkable visual
insight into the extraordinary ritualistic
magic performed by the Illuminati.
Codex Magica confirms many of the
outstanding articles in Paranoia. It certainly is eye-opening to discover that our
culture and everyday existence are saturated by the evil magic
of the cryptocracy.

a me, which is the One World Society, free of godly restraints
...
chical spirit entities from an unseen
realm. Christians know this hierarchy as
devils, or demons.
DL: Are the ‘magical’ rites of the Illuminati essential to their control over the
world, or are these rites merely something
they have come to believe are essential,
thus they practice them for the sake of
tradition? Do you believe these ‘Illuminati’ need to practice magical rites at all?
Why bother, considering they are the rich
and powerful; isn’t their ‘say so’ enough?
I suppose what I really want to know is, if
they were to end these magical rites,
would they lose their power?
TM: The Illuminati elite must practice
magic. Higher-level Illuminati are occult
magicians by necessity, because initiates
are subservient to these spirit entities in
the unseen world. In conducting rituals
the elite are honoring and obeying their
superiors in both the spiritual hierarchy
and the human chain of command.
Just as in a great military corps, Illuminist subordinates must continually
demonstrate loyalty and discipline. In the
military this is demonstrated by an austere

lieve, as I do, that powerful and intelligent spiritual entities are behind these
practices, then it stands to reason these
entities have the power to ‘reward’ their
human disciples, adepts, and Chelas
(students) in the Illuminati fold.
But magic works in other ways as
well. Its knowledge distinguishes the
degree or level of superiority attained
by an individual. Magic reinforces the
initiate’s belief system in the goals of
the Illuminati. Ritual practices create a
smug, interior feeling that the practitioner of magic is special, an insider in an
arcane fraternity, and part of a camaraderie of Illumined associates possessing
‘secret’ and ‘forbidden’ knowledge.
Magical work is a multilayered activity
with benefits at many levels—material,
spiritual, and psychological. Man, even
so-called modern, scientific man, is a
superstitious creature, and the Illuminati appear to be ‘true-believers’ in the
efficacy of magic.
When ritual magic is performed ‘in
plain sight,’ as I demonstrate in Codex
Magica, which is an extraordinarily

work simply because those who perform
the ritual have the capacity, the capability,
and the willful desire to execute realworld acts designed to achieve desirable
objectives.
DL: When we talk about these occult
works, it would seem Hollywood celebrities have always been at the forefront of
occult leanings in modern America. For
example, the study of the Jewish mystical
teachings of Kabbalah has become the
new ‘in’ thing in Hollywood. What do
you think of celebrities like Madonna
Louise Ciccione, who are not Jews, yet
study the Jewish Kabbalah and openly use
their celebrity to promote it?
TM: Yes, Hollywood is really into the
Kabbalah. Paris Hilton, Britney Spears,
Michael Jackson, Barbara Streisand, Diane Ladd, and a host of other stars have
dabbled in it. I got a chuckle out of your
recent cover of Paranoia that pictured
Madonna as sort of a kabbalistic witch.
Very clever, and appropriate. Madonna,
an Italian-American with supposed Catholic roots, is a big promoter today of
“Tabloid” Kabbalism.

The evidence is so strong for the existence of extraterrestrials that only the uneducated and mind-dead deny it.
regime of otherwise inexplicable rites and
ceremonial observances, including salutes
exchanged, rank etiquette,
flags and unit insignia and
myriad other symbols, wearing of uniform items in a
prescribed ritualistic manner,
and adherence to military regulations and
customs. So, too, do the Illuminati adepts
signify their fidelity, orderly subservience,
and standing in the overall pecking order
through symbology, signs, handshakes,
coded language, ritual magic, worship, adoration of idols, and other means. Ceremonial law and tradition is strictly enforced
within the Illuminati system.
DL: Do these magical rites really work,
and if so, by what mechanism? After all,
how much power can a hand signal really
have, especially over someone who does
not even know it took place?
TM: Does ceremonial magic work? Are
prescribed rituals efficacious? If you be-
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frequent occurrence among the elite, it
also provides a prime opportunity for
the occult illuminatus to
pridefully taunt
and mock the
general public,
whom he views
as profane and vulgar, and deserving of
being tricked and deceived. Magical
work done openly, but occultly hidden,
signals to fellow conspirators the reality
that their common, deceptive scheme is
succeeding. Again, we find, then, a certain sense of megalomania and arrogance among the elite who perform ritual magic.
Finally, magic is also self-fulfilling.
Those who believe in its effectiveness
and who exert themselves in its ritualistic exercise, will usually endeavor to
produce the desired effects. A Black
Magic—or so-called left-hand magic
ritual—say a hex on an enemy, may
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DL: Paranoia recently ran an article
[PARANOIA: Issue 35, “Satan Wants
You,” by Gary Lachman] about the
Church of Satan that drew so many Hollywood personalities to it, like Jayne
Mansfield and Sammy Davis, Jr. Is this
new Kabbalah thing just another ‘Hollyweird’ fad like The Church of Satan was?
Do you think them connected in some
way, perhaps in an Illuminati ongoing
conspiracy to undermine society?
TM: Not only has Hollywood fallen
madly in love with Kabbalah, in Codex
Magica I have photos of former House
Speaker Newt Gingrich, globalist banker
David Rockefeller, U.S. Senator Charles
Schumer, and horror novelist Stephen
King, all presenting what I believe to be
kabbalistic hand signs. Kabbalah is a fad
today and as such, its more public aspects
will fade from view as the Hollyweird
crowd gets bored and moves into more
blatant and odd forms of satanism. But
the sorcery of the Kabbalah will not go
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I love to hear from critics and consider them friends ... but I
away. It continues its black magical task
as the basis of illuminist activities and
plans. The roots of kabbalah sprang from
hell and were prophesied to be the last
days poison to bedevil humanity. If there
were no kabbalah there would be no Illuminati. Kabbalah is their religion; it en-

However, although the Kabbalah
sprang from these ancient sources and
was further developed and propagated
by the Jews, this evil system of witchcraft and magic is at the very foundation of virtually every Illuminati occult
group in existence. Its sorcery is the

cultic form. Theirs is the brotherhood of
the deathshead.
Kabbalistic masters spend decades
studying the arcane intricacies of the Tree
of Life and its hidden alchemical reverse,
the Tree of Death. The Hollywood types
merely dent the surface. They are sort of
like Shirley Maclaine and her
very laughable New Age teachings. The true adepts laugh at
Madonna, Britney, and Michael
Jackson—and take advantage of
their fame, celebrity, and money. There are many shysters and sham
rabbis around today in the crowded field
of Kabbalah magic.
The wannabes in Kabbalah have little
or no understanding of what lies in the
deep and dark, murderous depths of Kabbalah. They do not realize that behind its
glittery, gossamer surface lies such malevolent intent. If properly understood, it
must be revealed that the Great Work of
the Illuminati is being fulfilled through
the alchemical syntheses being worked
through Kabbalah.
The ultimate objective of Kabbalah,
despite the vain and empty denials of
many of its advocates, is the utter destruction of all matter, of mankind itself. Annihilation. The Oroboros serpent encircling
and strangling humanity. Creative destruction, the wicked satanic Kabbalists call it.

But, Jesus was a Jew. So what is wrong with
Christians embracing Jewish mysticism?
capsulates their vision of reality and propels their destiny.
As remarkable as it may seem, Kabbalah has even gained a foothold today
among many evangelical Christians: The
Jerry Falwell—John Hagee—James Dobson—Pat Robertson—Southern Baptist
types. Having first embraced Jewish political zionism, a natural progression has
been to move on into Judaic religious practices.
Some evangelical Christians now call themselves
“Messianics,” and anything that they perceive
as “Jewish” appeals to
them. They wear the Star
of David as jewelry
around their necks, holy
dance in a circle, exchange “shaloms,” observe Jewish feasts and
holy days, and enthusiastically quote from the
Talmud and the Kabbalah’s Zohar. As Jesus once said “Father, forgive them. They know not what they do.”
DL: But, Jesus was a Jew. So what’s
wrong with Christians embracing Jewish
mysticism? After all, early Christians considered themselves Jews who had adopted
a corrective form of Judaism—one that
promoted, if you will, the intent of The
Law and not merely the letter of The Law.
Is there any evidence Jesus opposed Kabbalistic viewpoints?
TM: The Kabbalah has Jewish roots that
can be traced back to Babylon and Egypt
where the Israelites once sojourned, and,
consequently, borrowed from ancient mystery religions in those cultures. Star Trek’s
Leonard Nimoy‘s famous Vulcan greeting
is a kabbalistic sign which is taken from the
letter “shin” of the Hebrew alphabet.
40

ceremonial and doctrinal basis for Rosicrucianism, Freemasonry, even the
Church of Satan.
Early Christians did not for a moment consider their faith to be merely a
“corrective” and reform of Judaism.
The apostle Paul in his letter to the Galatians described the Jews’ religion as
“an accursed gospel” and said anyone
who practiced it is
“bewitched.”
Jesus, of course,
pointedly told the
kabbalistic pharisees,
“You are of your father, the devil.” He
exposed their religion
as made up of “manmade traditions” and
said they compassed
all the earth to recruit
one convert, who then
became twice the servant of hell they
were!
DL: What makes the Kabbalah evil?
TM: The late Albert Pike, Sovereign
Grand Commander of the Scottish Rite
Lodge, wrote that he was “filled with
admiration” for the Jewish Kabbalah.
The ritual for the 30th degree of
Scottish Rite Masonry is full of kabbalistic trappings. It is called the Knights
of Kadosh degree and it comes complete with black curtains, skulls, a coffin, and a shrouded knight from the underworld. Ghoulish.
DL: This sounds very much like Skull
and Bones. Is there a relationship between Skull and Bones and this degree
of Freemasonry?
TM: Absolutely! Skull & Bones was
originally a Masonic Order that metamorphosed into its more blatantly oc-
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DL: Yes, it has been said the basis of the
mystical Jewish religion is nihilism. I’ve
considered this and think, perhaps they
mean this in the sense that they believe it
was wrong to be separate from God. From
what I understand of this nihilist approach, when God created mankind with
free will, he made a mistake because
mankind moved away from God and
chose to enter the physical realm. The
nihilists believe by heading towards nonexistence they are heading back towards
where they belong—back to God.
TM: But the “creative destruction” of the
Illuminati’s Kabbalistic nihilists leads to
tragedy, and leads to Satan, not God. The
Illuminati and Masons are revolutionary
utopians and pride themselves as “The
Builders,” but they are building Satan’s
Kingdom here on earth.
Many of the planet’s great sadistic
mass murderers have been Kabbalists and
illuminists—Marx and Trotsky, for example. Adam Weishaupt, 18th century
www.paranoiamagazine.com

don’t waste time and energy answering ridiculous charges.
founder of the Order of the Illuminati,
was a Mason, a Jesuit, and a Kabbalist.
I’m afraid that today, the Illuminati’s
Kabbalistic doctrines hold sway in the
capitalist capitols—in Washington, D.C.,
in London, Rome, and Tel Aviv. The Bush
neocon cabal is a veiled and shadowy
demonstration of it. They actually want to
plunge the world into nuclear catastrophe
and chaos. A fiery chaos and destruction
atop which they hope to build their new,
occult utopian Order of the Ages. It’s a
frightening prospect, and so far, it has
been successful.
In effect, the religion of the Illuminati
is the black magic religion of Kabbalah.
The tenets of this diabolical system define
the totalitarian political, economic, and
social goals of the Illuminati. That is why
I devote a lot of attention to it in Codex
Magica.
DL: Since you devote so much of your
work to the Jewish Kabbalah and the condemnation of it, many people brand you
as anti-Semitic. Disregarding the fact Arabs and Ethiopians are Semites too, how
do you answer this charge?

Leninists. What’s more, I don’t intend
to apologize for exposing evil, no matter the form or guise in which it is
cloaked.
DL: So do you believe in the existence
of extraterrestrial beings who are here
perhaps interfering with our governments? It seems to me that either they
exist or someone’s gone to great lengths
to make us believe they exist. Either
way we should be concerned.
TM: I agree. Today the evidence is so
strong for the existence of extraterrestrials that only the uneducated and
mind-dead deny it. Of course, important questions then arise. Who or what
are the strange beings we call extraterrestrials? What is their agenda and what
is its meaning for humanity?
Answers may be available and
locked away in the National Archives in
Washington, D.C. The federal government has a notorious history of classifying and keeping from citizens documents related to UFOs and extraterrestrial contacts. Some of the Nixon tapes
recently released elicited the fascinat-

during their campaigns that, as President, they’d get to the bottom of the
UFO phenomenon; yet once in office,
not a word was ever heard from them.
And the cover-up continues to this day.
If, as I suspect, the UFO/extraterrestrial saga is explained as the Illuminati having regular or periodic contact
with demonic entities from another dimension or reality (e.g. “hell”), this
cover-up makes sense. High-level Freemasons—for example C.W. Leadbetter,
33°—readily acknowledge that rituals
for the higher degrees are attended by
angels, splendid “fellow workers”
Leadbetter calls them. According to
Leadbetter, the 33rd degree ritual of the
Scottish Rite is honored to have the
bodily presence of the “Spiritual King
of the World.” Fellow Freemason and
occultist Eliphas Levi depicted this being as the hideous idol, Baphomet, and
named him as Lucifer, whom Levi
praised as an “angel of light.”
In all my years of research into extraterrestrial phenomena, I am struck by
the consistency of the spiritual doc-

I relish exposing wicked people, wicked religionists,
wicked secret societies, and wicked nations, whether they
be Gentile, Jewish, or, for that matter, extraterrestrials!
TM: I love to hear from critics and consider them friends and helpers, but I don’t
waste time and energy answering ridiculous charges. My work speaks for itself.
Anyone who exposes anything Jewish or
anything connected to the foreign or domestic policy of Israel can be expected to
be unfairly accused of “anti-Semitism.”
Wealthy Zionist organizations, such as the
ADL and the Southern Poverty Law Center, specialize in such infamy.
Frankly, I relish exposing wicked
people, wicked religionists, wicked secret
societies, and wicked nations, whether
they be Gentile, Jewish, or, for that matter, extraterrestrial!
In Codex Magica and other works, I
unmask illuminist Bush Republicans and
I unmask illuminist Clinton Democrats. I
expose white supremacists and black supremacists. I oppose Christian con-men,
Hindu hoaxers, Mormon cultists, and Islamic demoniacs. I go after the Nazis and
Fascists, and I go after the Stalinists and
www.paranoiamagazine.com

ing—I believe mind-boggling—fact
that even the President of the United
States is not authorized access to many
of the secrets kept locked away in these
archives. One of the Nixon tapes was of
an Oval Office conversation in which
President Nixon and his top aides discussed the possibility of sending in a
clandestine “Plumbers” team that could
crack the safe at the National Archives,
grab previously undisclosed files and
then release them to the public. Imagine—if the President of the United
States is denied access to these files,
then who does have access?
An even bigger question is, what
shocking facts—perhaps about UFOs,
extraterrestrials, Roswell, Pearl Harbor,
Vietnam, the JFK assassination, and
other state matters—are so powerful
that even the occupant of the White
House can’t take a peek? Maybe now
we understand why politicians like Jimmy Carter and Bill Clinton promised us
issue 42 | fall 2006

trines propagated by the “visitors.” The
visitors almost uniformly reject the
Christian faith. Some express their disgust and loathing for Jesus Christ,
while still other “extraterrestrials” give
faint praise for Christ, but reject his
deity. For the most part, the extraterrestrials teach what can only be called
“doctrines of devils.”
One such doctrine is the teachings
of Planet X, or Sirius and its hidden
twin star. The Sirius philosophy actually is taught at the top levels of Freemasonry. Not surprisingly, in the Holy Bible, in Genesis 6, is a prophetic picture
of the alien beings of Sirius and a brief
account of how they were once able to
pollute the DNA of virtually the entire
human race. So, it is no wonder that the
Illuminati elite would, for centuries,
cooperate with and take orders from
these wicked, yet technologically advanced, entities. P
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